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When users interact with online services (e.g. search engines, recommender systems, con-
versational agents), they leave behind traces of interaction patterns. The ability to record 
and interpret user interaction signals (Guo and Agichtein 2012) and understand user 
behavior (Mehrotra et al. 2016a) gives online systems a vast treasure trove of insights for 
improvement and experimentation. More generally, the ability to learn from user interac-
tions promises pathways for solving a number of problems such as improving user engage-
ment, incorporating user feedback and gauging user satisfaction.

Understanding and learning from user interactions involves a number of different 
aspects (Mehrotra et al. 2018; Mehrotra 2018)—from understanding user intent and tasks 
(Mehrotra et  al. 2016b, c; Mehrotra and Yilmaz 2017a; Santy et  al. 2019; White et  al. 
2015), to developing user models and personalization services (Mehrotra and Yilmaz 2015, 
2017; Liu et al. 2019). Beyond understanding user needs, learning from user interactions 
involves developing the right metrics for evaluation and experimentation systems (Mehro-
tra et al. 2017b, c, Verma et al. 2016), understanding user interaction processes (Liu et al. 
2014), their usage context (Mehrotra and Yilmaz 2017b) and designing interfaces capa-
ble of helping users (Hassan Awadallah et al. 2014). As such, understanding user behavior 
could allow the system to support users at the various stages of their tasks. This could have 
implications on many aspects of the system design including user interface, understanding 
user intents in search and recommendation scenarios (Mehrotra et al. 2019), presentation 
of information, retrieving and ranking (Bendersky et al. 2017; Glowacka et al. 2013), unbi-
ased learning (Jagerman et al. 2019), etc.

Learning from user interactions becomes more important as new and novel ways of user 
interactions surface. There is a gradual shift towards searching and presenting the infor-
mation in a conversational form Kiseleva et al. (2016), Mehrotra et al. (2017a). Chatbots, 
personal assistants on mobile phones, smart speakers and other eyes-free devices are being 
used increasingly more for different purposes, including information retrieval and explora-
tion. With improved speech recognition and information retrieval systems, more and more 
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users are increasingly relying on such digital assistants to fulfil their information needs and 
complete their tasks. Such systems rely heavily on quickly learning from past interactions 
and incorporating implicit feedback signals into their models.

1  Overview of articles in this special issue

Maistro et  al. focus on boosting learning to rank with user dynamics and continuation 
methods. Specifically, this research explores ways of modeling user dynamics into learning 
to rank models, and integrating an explicit knowledge of the underlying user-interaction 
model in the training process. The possibility of targeting different objective functions is 
explored to effectively drive the algorithm towards promising areas of the search space. By 
considering complex query-based user dynamics instead of simply discounting the gain by 
the rank position, and by designing a learning path across different loss functions that can 
capture different signals in the training data, the learning process is enriched using user 
interaction information.

Gao et  al. propose to leverage user interaction information for interactive multi-doc-
ument summarisation. This research studies preference-based interactive summarisation, 
so as to reduce the number of interaction rounds, and proposes an active preference based 
reinforcement learning framework to learn a summary ranking function from the prefer-
ences, and neural reinforcement learning to efficiently search for the (near-)optimal sum-
mary. Findings from this research suggests that users can easily provide reliable prefer-
ences over summaries and therefore, provides grounds for developing NLP models which 
learn from user interactions.

2  Conclusion

As user-centric search and recommender systems evolve, and newer forms of platforms 
emerge which help users in their information seeking journeys, learning from user interac-
tions will increasingly become a topic of greater importance. This special issue focuses on 
developing techniques in ranking and natural language processing which can benefit from 
learning from user interactions. We hope the selected papers and this special issue provides 
the community with a better understanding of the current directions, and that they inspire 
readers with possible areas to focus on in their future research.
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